
MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE. REDUCE RISK. 
INCREASE EFFICIENCY.

YOUR STREAMLINED 
SOLUTION FOR INTERNAL 
BANK REPORTING AND 
ANALYTICS



ClOSE YOUR FEEDbACK lOOP TO MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE:

•  Understand drivers, trends and risks on a real-time basis

• Make more informed, data-driven decisions

• Improve accountability and ownership

•  Spend less time preparing reports 

•  Spend more time acting on your analysis

Pricing pressures. Regulatory 
demands. Inefficient reporting 
processes. Information overload. 
All of these factors add to the challenge of running a successful institution that 

is profitable, compliant with changing regulations and provides a high level of 

customer service. Regulators, shareholders, customers and employees are all 

fighting for your attention. Even in this digital age, it’s nearly impossible to stay 

connected to it all.

NOw ThERE’S A STREAMlINED SOlUTION FOR EFFICIENT 
REPORTINg AND RISK MANAgEMENT 

You could hire a team of experienced banking analysts to combine data from 

multiple information sources, then prepare reports for your management team.  

Or you could put SNLBanker to work for you, analyzing complex data and relaying 

insight in real time, for a fraction of the price. SNLBanker connects all of the dots 

for you and delivers digestible summaries of critical indicators to key stakeholders 

at regular intervals.

 

Before SNLBanker, we could only analyze data at the account level and couldn’t trend our data at all  

to predict what may happen with particular accounts or activities. Now we can easily identify significant 

account changes, spot deposit trends and identify at-risk relationships to proactively intervene ahead  

of time, rather than attempting to revive an account after it was closed. 

— ScOtt WEAvER, President of voyager Bank ($350 million in assets) 
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Harness the power of SNL’s  
25 years of banking expertise
SNLBanker comes from SNL financial, the banking industry’s leading data 

provider for over a quarter of a century. More than 1,700 depositories have chosen 

SNL as their trusted information partner. We’ve spent the last 25 years perfecting 

a process of collecting, refining and analyzing critical banking data. And now your 

institution can reap the benefits. 

for in-depth intelligence that’s real and reliable, SNLBanker offers a single, 

streamlined solution. It’s the only reporting system that integrates data from 

internal systems like the core processor, general ledger, teller automation, budget 

and cRM tools with external data sources to give bankers a 360˚ view of their 

institution. SNLBanker lets you accomplish more, using less time and energy. 

You’ll gain a true understanding of critical business drivers like risk, customer 

relationships and efficiency with a minimal investment of your resources. 



Put information securely in the right hands 
with customizable dashboards.

SNLBanker gives you a complete picture of your firm via 150+ pre-built reports designed 

for specific user groups. choose from existing dashboards, or build your own, to deliver 

real-time reports to employees throughout the organization.

Role and department security settings give employees access to only the information 

appropriate for their security level and position. the credit team can assess the net daily 

change in deposits, loans or portfolio risk. Your lenders or personal bankers can monitor 

portfolios and customer relationships at risk. 

Users can quickly and easily customize each report. Our click-and-drag functionality 

makes it simple for users to build reports and display exactly the data they need.

EMPOwER YOUR EMPlOYEES wITh ACTIONAblE INTEllIgENCE:

MITIgATE RISK wIThIN YOUR PORTFOlIO:

• customer relationship analysis

• Deposit & loan volume/mix

•  Peer financial & interest rate analysis

• credit risk

• cash utilization

• Nielsen P$YcLE segmentation

• Profitability analysis

• Branch performance

• General ledger analysis

• Market analysis

Credit Quality

View detailed analyses highlighting potential 

areas of risk throughout the organization in  

real time.

Collateral Concentration

Expose areas of risk in real time. Integrate  

data from the core, GL and other sources.
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Gain a 360˚ view of profitability and margins 
with integrated reporting options

Unlike other reporting platforms, SNLBanker is fully compatible with all core 

processors and plugs into all of your ancillary systems like your general ledger, 

budgeting software and teller automation system. Since it’s installed on-site, 

you can even connect proprietary databases maintained within your bank. 

Your management team will enjoy a single streamlined tool for analyzing data 

from a variety of systems and sources. You’ll gain access to unique insight not 

previously available from your multiple disconnected reporting suites. A single 

tool takes the place of three or more — SNLBanker can collect, analyze and 

distribute real-time reports throughout the organization. 

Income Statement by Organization 

Evaluate performance by profit center across your 

organization daily. Benchmark yourself against 

organization goals or budget. 

Margin Analyzer

Monitor changes in balances and yields for assets and 

liabilities. Understand the impact of these changes on 

your overall profitability.

Waived/Refunded Fees by Officer 

See how effectively your bank manages waived fees 

and exception pricing. View waived fees by officer, 

branch, customer and/or product.

FIND OUT whAT’S REAllY DRIvINg YOUR MARgINS:



Understand key customers, 
identify new target markets
Other reporting solutions only scratch the surface when it comes to customer 

insight. SNLBanker is the single resource that lets you easily drill down from a 

company view to the branch, banker, officer, customer or account level. You’ll see 

a crystal-clear picture of who your customers are and what products they’re using. 

With demographic data from Nielsen P$YcLE, you can perform household 

segmentation analysis to pinpoint customers by financial behavior and wealth. 

SNLBanker allows your lenders and personal bankers to monitor relationships at 

risk, giving you the opportunity to nurture relationships before it’s too late. You 

can even generate a list of your most profitable customers or officers in real time. 

Spot opportunities for cross-selling so you can focus on building the entrenched 

customer relationships that contribute to long-term profitability.

Nielsen P$YCLE ® Segmentation

Gain a better understanding of your customers’ 

socioeconomic statuses and their financial product 

preferences, using sophisticated segmentation data 

from Nielsen.

Customer Retention by Product

Track the open/close rate of various products to  

better understand client relationships and refine 

product strategy.

Household Analysis

Use householding rules to group customers into 

business and personal groups. Track penetration 

and cross-selling to develop strategies for increasing 

retention.

bUIlD STRATEgIES TO ACqUIRE AND RETAIN KEY ACCOUNTS:



Maximize profitability with  
effective resource management 

Gain insight into the factors driving your bank’s efficiency ratio. teller 

management dashboards help you monitor teller costs and generate branch 

manager compensation strategies. view key metrics like teller cost-per-transaction 

or cost-per-hour, by location or day of week, and identify trends over time.

how much extra cash does your institution have on hand daily, weekly or monthly? 

how do inventories compare across branch locations? Should you be re-purposing 

surplus cash supplies as a revenue-generating asset? SNLBanker provides easy-to-

interpret dashboards for analyzing cash utilization trends by channel, day of the 

week, time of day and branch location. 

Teller Performance Management

Analyze teller performance metrics on customer 

traffic, costs and channels. Make informed decisions 

on staffing levels and branch space to improve the 

customer experience and maximize profitability.

Cash Management

Analyze cash inventories by location daily, weekly, 

or monthly to manage this non-earning asset more 

effectively.

DRIvE EFFICIENCY ThROUghOUT ThE ORgANIZATION:

With SNLBanker, we’ve eliminated the consumption of half a million sheets of paper per month, we’re 

producing better reports in more efficient ways, and we’re confident our bankers are now taking action  

based on accurate, valid information. 

— DAvID MARkS, Director of It at Anchor Bank ($1.3 billion in assets)
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The SNLBanker Experience

UNlIMITED ACCESS. UNlIMITED USERS.

SNLBanker clients enjoy unrestricted access to valuable reporting 

options. there’s no additional cost for extra users or branch locations. 

Employees throughout your institution—from teller to the chairman  

of the Board, and everyone in between—can plug into the factors 

driving performance. 

EXPERT SUPPORT

Your dedicated SNLBanker adviser will be available for regular consultations 

to ensure that you’re maximizing the power of the service to meet your 

business objectives. Your adviser will help you set up and customize your 

reports and delivery options so you hit the ground running.

ThE COMMUNITY

As an SNLBanker subscriber, you’ll automatically join the exclusive SNLBanker community. You’ll gain 

access to webinars and conferences where industry experts and other members share strategies for 

improving performance and utilizing the SNLBanker solution. 

SNLBanker has become a launching point for making decisions at Kleberg Bank. The product quickly paid 

for itself—we’re miles ahead of where we were before we implemented it. I use it every day, and several  

of my colleagues are already addicted to their dashboards. It’s an indispensable tool for providing  

exemplary customer service. 

— BRAD WOMAck, vP and controller at kleberg first National Bank ($432 million in assets) 
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EXPERIENCE IT FOR YOURSElF NOw.
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